TEACHERS NOTES

Vognox the Viking
and the Island of Skeletons
From the very talented duo who brought us the Samurai vs
Ninjas series comes Vognox the Viking and the Island of
Skeletons – the ridiculous and accidental adventures of a
very reluctant hero.

Vognox the Viking and the Island
of Skeletons
by Nick Falk and Tony Flowers

Description
Hey, you! Yes, you with the nose.
Do you like adventure stories? Yes?
Oh. Maybe try another book.
This one is about me – Vognox the Viking – and I REALLY don’t like
adventures. There isn’t a single exciting thing in here.
Well, okay, there is that bit when I get sucked into a giant whirlpool.
And the part when I’m chased by a dragon. And all those skeletons.
And then...arrgh!
Who am I kidding? That Awful Awfa keeps making me go on awful
adventures. Who knows what will happen next? Maybe you should read
it after all...

Features & Themes
•
•
•
•
•

Visual Storytelling
Character-Reader Interaction
Ingenuity
Bravery
Unlikely Allies

Suitable For
• Ages 5-8 (Grades Prep-3)

About the Author
Nick Falk is a professional psychologist and amateur
banana juggler who lives with his wife and two young sons
in London. He first picked up a pen aged seven, and has
been writing stories ever since. He likes to write books that are two
parts funny, three parts exciting and one part educational, with a dollop
of ridiculous thrown in. In his space time, Nick likes to eat cheese that
smells as bad as his socks. He would also like to ride a rhinocerous in
a supermarket, but is yet to find an appropriate rhinocerous.

About the Illustrator
Tony Flowers loves to draw and is an internationally acclaimed
illustrator and artist. His drawings are loved in Japan for their detail and
humour and he has won an award in the USA for his street chalk art.
Tony has a Masters degree in Visual Communications. He has illustrated
six books in the popular Saurus Street series and his most highly
valued prize to date has been from the Oshima Picture Book Museum
in Toyama Japan, for his handmade pop-up book Gaijin Holiday.

A NOTE FROM NICK
This book grew from an idea cooked up by Tony and myself to
combine humour, adventure and visual literacy to create a story
where the reader has agency and can see the character interacting
with the author. We want kids to test the limits of their own
imaginations and explore new ways of how stories can be structured.
Vognox is a character who doesn’t really want to be a character
in the book, and takes a journey together with the reader to
develop the confidence to go on an adventure, trust those around
him and learn to overcome his own emotions. So there is
a ‘psychological’ element in there about self-acceptance
and emotional awareness (from my own work as a clinical
psychologist). Underlying this, however, as with all our
books, is to make reading fun. That’s the key!

Features
Engaging reluctant readers is at the forefront of
this book. Illustrator Tony Flowers is a visual literacy
teacher and the internal text is set in a special font
that makes this a particularly friendly book for
dyslexic children.
Vognox the Viking and the Island of Skeletons entices struggling
readers through visual storytelling techniques, and cultivates a unique
relationship between the reader, the author and the characters.

Visual Storytelling
Readers will delight at the interplay between text and illustration.
Vognox is so busy complaining that he misses clues and problems
around him, and situations often unfold while Vognox remains oblivious.
The text offers Vognox’s perspective of events, while the illustrations
show that Drax is usually the character who manages to save the day.
The illustrations are designed to both guide children through the story
if they struggle with the text and add an extra layer to the narrative.

Character-Reader Interaction
Vognox speaks directly to the author and the reader – the fourth wall
disintegrates as Vognox pleads, begs and bargains. As a result, young
readers feel like they are involved in the story. This is the perfect
way to engage struggling readers: they feel invested and welcomed as
Vognox’s story unfolds.

Themes
Ingenuity
The Awful Awfa doesn’t give Vognox and
Drax the obvious tools to take on dragons,
sharks, sea beasts or full-grown Viking warriors.
Vognox asks for a sword and is given a toothpick,
then when he asks for a wand he is given a shell
and some craft supplies. However, this gives
Vognox and Drax an opportunity to think creatively.
Drax is especially good at solving problems with whatever is at hand;
he fends off whales, sharks and Vikings while Vognox panics. But
when Drax is in trouble, Vognox finds a way to be just as clever and
creative as his friend.

Bravery
Vognox isn’t a natural hero – he’s terrified when
he sets out to find the Awful Awfa’s pencil.
However, we watch Vognox find his feet
and discover hidden reserves of bravery.
By the final chapters, Vognox is able to
muster his courage and rescue Drax and
Fafnir’s egg from Olaf the Ugly because
he knows it’s the right thing to do.
This is what makes Vognox such a relatable hero: he doesn’t go
charging into danger. He doesn’t look for adventure, but when
confronted he is able to rise to the challenge. Besides, Vognox
eventually admits that he has a tiny bit of fun on this expedition.
But he definitely doesn’t want any more adventures...

Unlikely Allies
Sometimes, friends are found in unusual places and help can come
from those you least expect. Vognox and Drax initially set out to
retrieve the Awful Awfa’s pencil from Fafnir the Thunder Dragon, and
Vognox is afraid that Fafnir will gobble them up. Once Fafnir saves
them from the Kraken, he begins to realise that Fafnir might not
want to eat them for lunch. By the end of the adventure, Vognox has
found a new friend in Fafnir and Drax has bonded with Fafnir’s newly
hatched baby.
The Awful Awfa also turns out to be an unlikely ally. When Vognox
and Drax are attacked by sharks, Vognox is outraged when the Awful
Awfa expects them to fend off sharks with a balloon, a banana and
some toothpicks. However, Vognox finally realises that the Awful
Awfa is giving him the necessary tools to save the day, just not in
the way Vognox expects.

Discussion Questions
Why do you think Fafnir the Thunder Dragon steals the Awful Awfa’s
pencil?
When Vognox asks the Awful Awfa for a sword, the Awful Awfa
draws him some toothpicks. When Vognox asks for a magic wand, the
Awful Awfa draws him a shell, some string and a glue stick. Why do
you think the Awful Awfa does this? Should the Awful Awfa have just
drawn what Vognox wanted?
Why do you think Vognox hates adventures? Do you think he has
changed his mind by the end of the story?
When Vognox and Drax are attacked by sharks, the Awful Awfa gives
them a banana, some toothpicks and a balloon. Go back and take
a look at that chapter – while Vognox is complaining, Drax is using
those things to fight the sharks. How does he do it?
Vognox has to be brave even though he just wants to go home to bed.
Can you think of a time when you had to be brave? What happened?
Vognox spends a lot of time complaining about the Awful Awfa. While
he’s complaining, lots of things happen around him and he doesn’t
notice. Can you remember some of those things? (Hint: check pages
65 and 66!)
When the Awful Awfa’s pencil is stolen, the Awfa only has a very
short pencil left. Vognox is very worried about this, and that’s why
he goes to track down Fafnir. Why would Vognox be worried about
the Awful Awfa running out of pencils?
Vognox and Drax end up becoming friends with Fafnir the Thunder
Dragon. Why?
When Vognox and Drax arrive on the Island of Skeletons and find the
Awful Awfa’s pencil, Vognox is ready to go home but Drax wants to
stay. Why does Drax want to stay on the Island?

Writing Task
Quick! Vognox and Drax have been captured by Olaf the Ugly! The
Awful Awfa has gone on holiday, so it’s your job to help Vognox and
Drax escape.
Look around your classroom and find three ordinary objects that you
could give Vognox to help, then write a description of how Vognox
and Drax are able to get away.
Need ideas? Here are some things you might find in your classroom:
•
•
•
•
•

Piles of coloured paper
Scissors
A pencil case full of textas
Your teacher’s cold cup of coffee
Bottles of old, smelly sunscreen

Don’t forget to draw some pictures showing how these objects help
Vognox and Drax escape!

Activities
A Friend for Vognox
Vognox and Drax need a companion for their next adventure, so you
will need to invent another young Viking to be their friend. Write
a description of their new friend and draw a picture. Make sure to
include lots of describing words so that the Awful Awfa knows how
to draw your new character.
If you’re stuck, answer these questions to get started:
•
•
•
•
•

How old is your Viking?
What colour is your Viking’s hair?
What kind of outfit does your Viking wear?
What does your Viking like or dislike?
Does your Viking have any special talents?

A-Viking We Will Go
Did you know that real Vikings lived hundreds of years ago? They
travelled across the sea in huge boats called longships and
were actually very fearsome – not at all like Vognox!
Do some research and try to find at least three facts
about Vikings that you didn’t already know. You
might find some information on Google, or you can
try your school library. Once you have written your
three facts into your workbook, draw a picture of
what you think a real Viking may have looked like.

Test your Knowledge
Once you’ve finished this book, create a quiz about this story. You
could include questions about events, character names or even things
you noticed in the illustrations. Once you’ve written five questions,
give the quiz to a friend and see if they know the answers. Just make
sure you know what the answers are before you test your friend!

